
Integrated systems in the production
areas ensure constant temperature all
year round
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The Challenge:
Hotel Chocolat, the luxury chocolate manufacturer, has 
seen record growth in recent years. Expanded capacity 
at their Huntingdon production facility was essential. 
Penmann were commissioned to design and install air 
conditioning systems to ensure all production areas 
operated at a constant temperature all year round.

Hotel Chocolat Air
Conditioning and Air
Distribution upgrades

Testimonial
“Having been introduced to Penmann via a third-party referral, we engaged them in 2019 as 
our HVAC partner for Hotel Chocolat’s site development in Huntingdon.

Penmanns’ culture was a great �t for us with their clear methodology bene�ting all across the 
stakeholder group. They deliver great expertise in providing concept and detailed design for 
our varied applications and requirements. Their proactive approach within the team was 
essential through the Covid times in providing robust technical solutions. We continue to rely 
on their knowledge and experience as we maintain and develop our site further.

I would have no hesitation in recommending Penmann to anyone looking for a Proactive and 
professional partner for their Product and Process Cooling and Conditioning/ HVAC needs”.

Simon Wood, Head of UK Manufacturing Projects, Hotel Chocolat
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CASE STUDY

The Bene�ts:
 Seamless expansion in production process

 All product protected against high ambient  
 temperatures

 Systems �ltered to F7 equivalent to meet  
 GMP standards

 Project was delivered on time and budget

The Savings:
 £41K saving in fan power (65% air volume)

 £35K saving in refrigeration power
 (greater use of  free cooling based on higher return
 air temperature)

 £60K saving in plant costs

 Less than 3 year pay back
 *Approx projected savings

The Solution:
  A detailed survey of the existing process established   
  the heat load so we could accurately design the solution. 

  Working with Hotel Chocolat’s Manufacturing Projects   
  O�ce, we could estimate heat loads for the new areas   
  of the production facility and develop solutions. 

  We delivered multiple projects across the various areas   
  with a full turnkey system:

 > A central air handling plant �tted with economisers   
  to provide free cooling where possible and supplied   
  by cooling from energy e�cient chilled water systems.

 > The air distribution was via a lightweight fabric sock   
  designed to condition certain areas using energy   
  e�cient displacement air distribution. 

 > A structural steel plant deck was designed to house   
  all the plant on the roof saving valuable internal footprint.


